(3) AFCZ566-01 on 66" Track

(3) Ø2" 18"H Pole Clamp Mount

Work Surfaces w/Bumper Molding

28"-47" Electronically Height Adjustable

16"Deep Bottom shelf with Cut-out and Metal Foot Rest FR010 (28"W)

(4) Ø4" Casters (2) Locking

28"-47" Electronically Height Adjustable

ISOMETRIC VIEW

NOTES:
* - size of laminated surface, not including bumper molding
** - overall size

MATERIAL:

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

FRACTIONAL ±1/64

2" PLC. DEC. ±.01

3" PLC. DEC. ±.001

ANGULAR ±5°

FINISH

DESCRIPTION:
Dual Tier
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